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This year the event is being conducted under the motorsport sanctioning of the AASA. The event shall be conducted 

under the National Competition Rules of Australian Auto-Sport Alliance Pty Ltd, these regulations, and any further 

regulations or bulletins which may be released. Any clarification or information required in regards to the rules and 

regulations can be obtained from the Event Committee via email to stevehobbs@live.com. 
 

The racing rules and vehicle regulations are outlined in this booklet 

 

 

Officials List 
Event Management 

 

Event Director Hobbs Steve 0457 002 200 

Clerk of Course Sternbeck Lawrie 0415 752 398 

Safety Officer Hingerty Mick 0417 797 877 

Office Admin #1 Woolnough Sally 0447 981 908 

Office Admin #2 Collins Dale  

Event Scrutineer Hopfner Aaron 0427274251 

Camp Marshal  Elborne Darrin 0419 794 766 

Camp Marshal Taylor Ben 0409 772 708 

Official Photographer O’Donnell Shantyl 0416 086 110 

Spectator Leader To be appointed   

Catering #1  Barton Kim 0458 547 482 

Catering #2 (food van) Will Williams Hungry Hideout 0432 507 558 

Catering #3 (coffee van) Trudy Gumnut Gifts & Houseware (02) 6836 3664 

Arbitration Panel #1 Hobbs Steve  

Arbitration Panel #2 Sternbeck Lawrie  

Arbitration Panel #3 Stage Manager   

Arbitration Panel #4 Marshal who called penalty   
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Critical Incident Procedures & Safety Plan 
 

A Critical Incident is a situation that has become life threatening. Typically where we have 

someone unconscious, major bleeding, entrapment or where a vehicle may roll further causing 

further injury is a Critical Incident. Examples are : 

• Competitor collision where the occupants are seriously injured and or trapped. 

• Spectator accident which has resulted in serious injury 

• Personal life threatening incident such as a serious fall, stroke, heart attack, major 

burns, choking, etc. 

 

Note that this is a dangerous high risk motorsport and that competing vehicles do occasionally roll over. A Roll over or collision is 

not a critical incident unless it has caused or can develop into a life threatening situation. In fact in most roll overs the team will 

self recover and continue racing. 

 

Emergency contacts : 

o Cobar Hospital - Lerida Road, Cobar - 02 6836 2406 

o NSW Ambulance – 02 6836 2984 or 000 

o Cobar Police Station - 02 6836 2004 or 000 

o NSW Rural Fire Service - 02 6836 2722 / 02 6836 1226 

o Steve Hobbs  (Clerk of Course) 0457 002 200 or Sat Phone 0406 323 390  

o Lawrie Sternbeck (Assistant Clerk of Course) 0415 752 398 

o Mick Hingerty (Safety Officer) 0417797877 

o Property : Tambua Station (50klm West of Cobar) – Paul Evans 02 6837 3623 UHF 14 

o Property : Mount Gap Station (50klm West of Cobar) - Chris Bourke 02 6837 3950 UHF 16 

 

The office is based at Mt Gap Sheering Shed and is manned from 6am through to end of racing for that day. It has a base station 

radio which reaches almost all of the property on UHF Ch30. The UTM co-ordinates of base camp are 55J 317642 / 6537370. 

 

St Johns First Aid are in attendance with 4 x field units and also based at camp in the sheering shed. You can reach them at any 

time on Ch30. There will be 2 competition areas each day and 1 competition area each night – there will be 2 St Johns field units 

at each area. The St Johns crew may deem an incident appropriate to call a helicopter and you may be instructed as to how you 

could assist with that. It is common practice for the emergency crew to erect a screen for privacy and protection. Do not assume 

the worst. The Safety Officer (Mick Hingerty) has Hydraulic Jaws of Life equipment if need to free trapped occupants. 

 

Telstra Next G phone range can be gained on high ground. Event Management Vehicles are equipped with phones with antennas 

and boosters and can make calls if you call them on a radio. They also have private UHF channels. They will do most 

communicating in private. 

 

In the event of a critical incident the first concern is safety – eliminate further risk. Then communicate and seek help.  

• If at base camp alert the office in person or radio on Ch 30.  

• If among spectator group alert spectator leaders who in turn have radio contact with the office. 

• If while racing alert stage manager on designated stage channel or the office on Ch30. Teams can relay through other 

teams on that stage using the stage channel. There is also the Satellite based Rallysafe system by pressing SOS – we can 

ask you questions and you can give yes/no answers. A voice communication will be better and faster but the Rallysafe 

system is a perfect fail safe back up. The situation will be quickly assessed and a decision made to cancel a stage when an 

alert can be made on radio and via all Rallysafe units for nearby teams to immediately render assistance. 

 

Accident Reporting – In using radio transmissions to report an incident all officials shall be briefed to use the following sequence 

speaking clearly and calmly: 

• Identify yourself (Name and Team Number) 

• Give your location – GPS Co-ordinate and any relevant land marks.  

• Describe the incident – the number of persons involved, their condition, are they trapped, is there fire or any further risk. 

Be as brief and concise as possible.  

• Describe what needs to be brought to the area – medics, more water, fire extinguishers, Jaws of Life, etc. 

• Tell us if it is very obvious we need hospital ambulance as the sooner we call them the sooner they will get there. It could 

be half way there in the time it takes our St Johns field unit to just reach the scene.  
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If you are early on the scene of an incident the usual sequence of priorities is as follows : 

• Danger – See that it is safe to assist – consider fire or further burns from hot fluids, other vehicles racing on a track, 

potential for vehicle movement etc.  

• Response – Is the patient responding to you. Are they conscious?  

• Airways – Is breathing normal, noisy or not at all? Address this before bleeding or anything else. 

• Bleeding – Apply pressure and attempt to reduce bleeding.  

• Circulation – Make sure patients whole body seems to be getting blood flow and no obstructions or compression 

preventing blood flow.  

 

Let the emergency people explain situations and conditions to family members. It is not your job and you can cause more harm 

than good. Make no mentions on social media. 
 

 

If there is a call for a hospital based ambulance a St Johns field unit will most likely meet it half way to Cobar. The local 

authorities in Cobar have been notified of the event, maps, directions and GPS co-ordinates.    
 

 

RISK 

It normally goes without saying that motorsport is risky and dangerous. In our Risk Assessment we naturally identified the 
possibility of people being injured in vehicles. But with 14 years of Cliffhanger we have identified the greater risks are as follows:  

• People being burned by camp fires or vehicle fluids such as coolants.  

• Injuries from falls  

• Sickness through food preparation, sanitation or virus  

• Allergic reactions to foods and plants 

• Dehydration on hot days 

• Road or pedestrian accidents  

• Competitors out of competition respooling winch ropes be mindful of injuries with winch ropes. 

• During vehicle repairs do not get under jacked up vehicles without proper stands or wheels under the car to prevent 
being crushed. Be aware of stands and jacks moving in soft  or unstable ground.  

• Refuelling or repairs to fuel systems – be aware of fire risk – nearby camp fires, smoking, etc. Do not allow race suits to 
be exposed to fuel therefore race suits being worn in competition must not be worn when dealing with fuel. Get support 
crew to assist with fuel and they may wear their own fire suits.  

• General health issues such as heart conditions, hypothermia or dehydration.   

• Marshals, photographers or spectators being hit by competitor’s vehicles or rocks. 

• Handbrakes not holding and vehicles rolling – make sure all cars parked safely such that they can not roll.  
 
It's important we are all mindful and understanding of every possible risk and not assume the risks are just with racing.  
 

 

SPECTATOR SAFETY 

 

Designated spectator safety areas will be set up and patrolled by spectator marshals.  

 

Spectator parking will tend to be above winch activity so as to be removed from rolling rocks and debris below and also have 

phone access on high ground. But this means all drivers must ensure vehicles are parked safely with no risk of vehicles rolling.  

 

Parents and guardians to keep a constant watchful eye on all children. We encourage family groups but we must all be vigilant 

when moving any vehicle of children or any pedestrians.  

 

Hi-Vis Vests    

 

At all times all officials to wear hi vis vests with reflective tape for nights. That includes all marshals, spectator and group leaders, 

photographers, media and medics.  
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Camp Notes for Competitors and Spectators 
It should be strictly noted by ALL persons. That no one, and we mean no one, is to go to or near the homesteads 

throughout their stay at the properties, unless by prior arrangement by event management. 
 

UHF CHANNELS 

• BASE CAMP Channel 30- everyone should remain on this channel when at camp 

• Tambua Homestead Channel 14 

• Mt Gap Channel 16 

• Do not use Channels 5, 21, 33 and 40 

• Stage Channels as per stated on your Stage Notes. 

 

The camp AND property areas can get very dusty and so a few measures have been taken to minimize dust.  

• SLOW DOWN………Driving speeds around camp is walking pace and driveway speed to camp is 10kph to 

avoid track erosion and dust.  

• No competition cars testing their vehicles inside or close to camp. You have your test area…(see Camp Map for 

location) Test Driving of Competition Vehicles. 
 

Headquarters is in the MtGap Shearing Shed. That is where you will check in, ask questions and where progressive 

scores will be on display, etc. Make sure you check in the moment you arrive to receive directions, and fill out paper 

work etc. 
 

We work on Melb/Syd/Bne times (+10hrs). Sun Rise will be at 6.45am and Sun Set is at 6.00pm.  
 

We need to get every car through given stages within a day. That means early starts and timely meeting at meeting 

points. It also means that when it is your turn to begin a stage that no time is wasted and you are ready before the car 

ahead of you is finished. 3 minutes of time wasted doesn’t sound like much until you go through it 60 times and that is 

3 hours wasted. Early starts each day may end up meaning early finishes and back at camp mid afternoon – and that can 

be a good thing too.   
 

Briefing time is 8.00 am every day and be ready for an 8.30 am departure 

 

To manage large numbers competitors will be divided into groups and these groupings shall remain the same 

throughout the week.  

 

Teams must compete in their groups. If a team missed a stage they may not do it later in another group.  
 

 

You are permitted to work on cars at your camp site so long as all works are completed and noise ceases by midnight. 

If you are embarking on a major repair then due regard to the peace and sleeping campers is required and we therefore 

ask you to work on your vehicle well away in a paddock far away.    Generators are to be turned off at midnight please. 
 

The property owners have reminded us that there is stock throughout the properties and that means  

• Every gate must be left the way you find it. Don’t just assume the next person can close it as he will assume it 

was already open and leave it open. 

• Make sure you drop your speeds down to 20kph passing any homesteads. In particular along Mt. Gap Rd  

If you see any rubbish can you please make every effort to stop and pick it up and bring it back to camp.  
 

Rubbish collection points will be available throughout camp. Please make sure your rubbish is in the bins provided and 

not left behind at camp and certainly not on stages. The office is handing out free rubbish bags. Please also sift through 

coals of your camp fires to remove any glass or metals. We will go through your camp fire ashes after the event looking 

for glass and metal so please refrain from throwing plastic, metal and glass in fires.  

 

When travelling in 4WD it is your responsibility to determine the capabilities of your vehicle and its occupants and it is 

up to you to choose your own course of action with due regard to ability and safety.  
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It is a requirement that all spectators travelling in convoy have their tyres deflated to less than 30psi (ideally 25) so that 

you do not hold up convoys by getting bogged.  
 

When travelling in convoy you need to make sure the person behind you knows where to go. At intersections where 

you deviate from the main track you need to wait until the person behind you can see where to go. They in turn will 

wait for the person behind them.  
 

The opening event briefing will be at 10.00am Sunday morning. Immediately after the briefing we will depart for the 

Prologue stage so make sure you are ready to depart before briefing. All must be present at the briefing.  
 

Competitor Notes 
 

Make sure you have read and understand our competition rules. Rules can be found on our website as a downloadable 

link. MAKE SURE YOU DOWNLOAD AND PRINT IT OUT!!!!!!!!! 
 

DNF times and conditions are stated in all course notes. 

 

All navigation is in WGS84 and the format will be degrees and decimals of degrees. Eg: 32.7563214 

 

An incorrect answer on your notes will result in a negative point. So don’t guess answers. 
 

There are a lot of hazards throughout the property. We have not marked driving hazards as there are too many and you 

can not simply assume that it is safe to drive fast where there are no warning signs. 

It is your responsibility to determine the capabilities of your vehicle, your navi and yourself and it is up to you to 

choose your own course of action with due regard to ability and safety. We all compete knowing that this form of 

motor sport is risky and dangerous. Please do not be reckless and keep safety as a high priority. 
 

In an event of a bad roll over or accident – the Incident Scrutineer AND the Medical team need to clear car and team 

before continuing other stages. If the St Johns medical representative believes that a competitor is not fit to race then 

that competitor will have to rest until they are deemed fit enough or have sought an official medical clearance from a 

doctor.  

 

Presentation 
We anticipate final scores will be ready for a 7pm presentation.  

 

Presentation this year will be at base camp on the Friday evening. Not in Cobar as there are no premises in Cobar large 

enough 

 

After the last stage we invite any teams to present themselves one final time to event management within 1 hour if they 

have any issues with results or rulings such that all issues may be resolved before presentation.  
 

Event management 
Cliffhanger started out as an event on the Navrun calendar, a partnership of Rudi Paoletti and Steve Hobbs. In 2016 

Rudi retired from Cliffhanger selling his interest to Steve. Since 2001 Steve has raced in 11 Outback Challenges and is 

passionate about off road racing in the outback in particular long challenging stages.  

  

Location 
We are based on Mt Gap Station and also use Tambua Station, all situated along the Mt Gap Rd.  
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Distance Calculator and Directions: From Cobar head west along the Barrier Hwy towards Broken Hill for 53km 

until you reach Mt. Gap Rd. Turn right (North) onto dirt road then travel approx 50km to the far end of the Mt Gap Rd.  

You will pass the old Tambua Station property on the right, the old Mulga Downs base camp on the left and a further 2 

houses on the left. When you approach these houses please understand they get covered in your dust so you must slow 

right down to 20 kph. The Cobar Shire requires that we do not exceed 60 kph along Mt Gap Rd for dust and erosion in 

drought conditions. 

 

GPS coordinate at the intersection of the Barrier Highway and Mt. Gap Road is WGS84…..337130 / 6508952   55J and 

the coordinate for camp is  317634 / 6537376 55J 
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Dates 
7TH – 12th  April, 2018. Most people will drive there on the Thursday or the Friday. Competition starts with a prologue 

on Sunday the 7th April 2017 with a briefing at 10.00am.  
 

Climate 
The nights can get cold and the days are usually perfect, rarely going over 28 degrees. However if there is a cold wind 

it can go right through you so take warm clothes and a jacket as well as shorts and T shirts.   
 

Road Conditions 
It is bitumen along the Barrier Hwy then all of Mt Gap Rd is dirt and gravel. There are drains and culverts that must be 

slowed down for – some are nasty dips. There is even a sandy creek crossing at the end but all is good for 2wd, 

caravans and trucks including semis.  
 

In the event of heavy rain the Mt Gap Rd may be closed and we may have to wait until it re-opens before we can use it. 

There are alternate routes for 4WD only. Trucks and vans may leave prior to rain or wait until after.  
 

Communications, Mobile Phone and Internet 
Phone coverage at camp does not exist. However, at higher areas on the property, Next G coverage is reasonably good. 

External antennas do make a big difference. No other network besides Telstra Next G works in the area.  
 

Terrain 
This is a desert location. There is dust, prickles and rocks. Make sure you have sturdy footwear and protection from the 

sun. Base camp may be accessed by a 2wd vehicle, however to go to competition locations and see the action you will 

need 4wd to cross the terrain. The property has plenty of steep hills, rock walls, heavily wooded areas and also open 

plains.  

 

Spectator vehicles 
Spectators will travel to and from competition areas. There will be strict departure times and you will be guided by 

experienced spectator leaders. Almost any 4WD will be suitable, but please have it well maintained. We recommend 

lowered tyre pressures so that you don’t hold up a convoy when you get bogged and you reduce the chances of tyre 

damage. A UHF radio is compulsory. Spectators will not be allowed to drive around the property unless accompanied 

by convoy marshals. MUST STAY ON UHF 30 24/7 
 

Fuel   
The event does not provide fuel. BYO fuel in drums and jerry cans.  

 

There is a 24hr Caltex servo in town, selling all fuels inc. LPG.  
 

DO NOT refuel your vehicle wearing the race suits you wear while racing. When racing you do not want spilt fuel on 

your race suit.  

 

In long stages you will be given advance notice and provisions will be made permitting support crews to carry your fuel 

and do your refuelling at a designated and managed fuel point in your race time so you do not get fuel on your race 

suits.  

 

Keep fuel safe at camp and do not refuel near fire. Respect fire hazards. 
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Toilets and Showers   

We have a semi trailer of toilets for Men and another semi trailer of showers also for Men. We have built a Toilet & 

Shower block for Women. The trucks will arrive Friday before the event so until that time or when the trucks are out 

unloading (middle of day while we race) the toilet block will be for everyone.  

 

Alcohol  
THERE IS A NO GLASS RULE. 

Every year we spend almost a full day raking glass and rubbish from out of your private camp fires 

after you leave. We also find old bottles at old stages. We now ask that you to bring cans instead of 

stubbies.  
 

We have official calibrated breathalyser units and will be using them to ensure that drivers, navigators and officials do 

not compete or work with readings over exceeding 0.01 Note AASA  has a strict Drug & Alcohol Policy. No Spectator 

may drive a vehicle if over .05 and they too will be tested. Under age drinking is not permitted under any 

circumstances.  The property owner has zero tolerance for any disorderly conduct on the property, especially alcohol 

related. This may lead to people being asked to leave.  
 

Under Age 
Nobody is permitted to drive a vehicle on the property during the week of the event without having had a license. This 

goes for officials, competitors and spectators. So when you duck out of camp on a firewood run – no kids driving! 
 

Base Camp 
There is one base camp. Competitors and Spectators are together in a mixed environment. Please keep valuables safe. 

Driving speed within base camp is to be walking pace only. There are numerous toilets and showers provided for your 

convenience. Generators are allowed.  
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Water 
Because of the drought water is a very limited. Bore water is available at camp at the Toilet block and may be used for 

toilets, showers and washing.  

 

You need to bring your own drinking water per personal consumption and cooking. Please do not expect Camp to 

provide fresh drinking water this year. 
 

Catering 
We are self catering and providing dinners and breakfasts for our officials, marshals medics and media Sunday through 

to Friday. If any competitors or spectators wish also have this provided it is just $120 per person. We are limiting this 

to just 200 people all up so that means we can take on about 120 paying customers. Here is the link to buy your catering 

package… https://www.cliffhanger4wdevent.com.au/catering-packages/ 

 

Will is bringing his Hungry Hideout food van. He will be preparing breakfasts, dinners and lunch boxes and also late 

night snacks, cold drinks and real coffee. Even if you have a Catering Package (above) you might still buy lunch packs 

off Will each morning. That goes for Marshals as well.  

 

Trudy from Gumnut Gifts and Homewares will have their new coffee van at camp also.  

 

So we have 2 vendors doing real coffee, there are catered meals for those who want them and a food van. 
 

 

Convoy Procedure 
Driving to and from competition areas is to be at a sensible convoy speed. The property owners insist that we do not 

speed out side of competition with due regard for stock, erosion and safety. When in convoy, always look after the 

person behind you, making sure they know where you are going.   
 

Test Driving of Competitor Vehicles 
Permission to test drive your vehicle is only allowed in the test area. We have also set up test navigational waypoints. 

When testing you must wear helmets and harnesses as we have had serious accidents in testing time. Note also that 

testing is not permitted between midnight and 5am. Further – you are not permitted to go out by yourself – another 

competitor team or support crew must attend in a separate vehicle as a buddy and be there to assist or report an incident 

if required. Report to the office to collect a map of the test area with test waypoints.  
 

Vehicle Sponsor Check  
Sponsor Sticker Checks will form part of event scrutineering. When you register you will be given stickers to be placed 

on your vehicle.  

 

The driver and navigator doors need room for our iconic yellow diamond sticker. Although it measures 300mm x 

300mm it is tilted 45 degrees and so it measures 430mm tall and 430mm wide at its tallest and widest points. It needs to 

be on the driver and navigator doors and the highest point to be no lower than the door handle if that is possible. Note 

the Cliffhanger stickers will stick so well they may be hard to get off and could damage paint in the process. For this 

reason we have provided clear contact at the office so you can put the sticker on the contact and apply the contact to the 

car.  

 

There will be other sponsor stickers and these need to go where they fit. All cars are different and we wont stipulate 

specific sticker locations for event sponsors except that we want them facing sideways where possible (so not on the 

bonnet) and the higher up they are the less likely they get covered in mud. Naturally we work around things. We have 

reasonable tolerance so long as you too are reasonable but you wont pass scrutineering if you are missing stickers or 

have placed them in hard to see places.  Note the photos we use in media are ones where sponsors are well represented. 
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Sponsorship and Banners 
Only Cliffhanger sponsors can display banners on stages or distribute advertising material or merchandise. At your own 

camp site you may display your own car sponsor banners. If you think your sponsors might want more exposure then 

by all means get them to call me on 0457002200 as we might be able to arrange something.   
 

Outstanding monies 
Teams that have any monies still owing at the start of the event will not be permitted to start the event .  
 

Eftpos facilities 
We don’t have internet or phone at the office so that means there is no eftpos or “cash out”. However we can 
write down card numbers for debit or credit card payments as if doing over the phone and these can be 
processed by staff at the house.   
 

Team Numbers and Stickers  
It is your responsibility to prepare your own car # stickers and place them in the following positions on your car. Please 

use a colour that contrasts well on your vehicle colour scheme.  

• Top corner of windscreen on passenger side  

• On the backs of both side mirrors (as large as possible) 

• On LH and RH front doors (min height 150mm) 

This will be checked in scrutineering and you will not pass without your numbers displayed correctly. We will make 

you use duct tape if you have forgotten this task. 

 

Teams 

Entered  

      
        Nom for   

Car # Team Name Driver Navi Yukon Class 

        Trophy   

01 Cash Cow Racing Joel Mongan Malcolm McCalman   From Touring 

2 Millweld Customs Charles Phillips Michael Herridge   TPH Challenge 

3 Black Out Racing Luke Diedrich Troy Genz   Supa Toura 

4 Big Wheels Paul Whiting Jason Head   TPH Challenge 

5 Give It Some Jandal Cam Marks Benji Walker   TPH Challenge 

8 Rodbox Racing Jesse Gleeson Dane Bidner   TPH Challenge 

10 ARB Artarmon Shane Kilmurray David Rowland   TPH Challenge 

11 Dobinson Performance Racing Olly Clews Ashley Quirk   TPH Challenge 

12 Clickr Racing Matt Petrie Luke Petrie   TPH Challenge 

14 F 'n C Racing Rob Fing Chicken   TPH Challenge 

16 CSJ Racing #1 Carl Johannesen David Gregg   TPH Challenge 

17 Another Crack Marcus Bloodworth Darcy Bloodworth   TPH Challenge 

18 Shake 'N Bake Racing Danny Moore Daniel Sparkes   TPH Challenge 

20 RAG Racing Andy Beatty Jesse Eggins   TPH Challenge 

21 Racebred 4WD Adrian Marshal Matt Phillips (Gil) 
 

TPH Challenge 

22 Here For Beer Mick Adams Kelvin Richardson Buggy 

23 Torqued About Racing Aaron Soper Simon Bates   TPH Challenge 

24 Have A Crack Steve Graham Simeon Klockzo   Supa Toura 
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26 Tuff 80 Racing Pete Sternbeck Bruce Kennedy   TPH Challenge 

28 Border Carpentry Danniel Brennan Josh Neilson   TPH Challenge 

29 Team Silvertec Dan Moulday Luke Moulday   TPH Challenge 

29 Nightrain Automotive Nick Broadbent James shipp 
 

TPH Challenge 

31 Hella Racing Neil Cooper Chris Hummer TPH Challenge 

33 Team Dynamic Wheels Matt Hummer Joel Cooper   TPH Challenge 

38 Family Fued Racing Allan Tierney Matt Dicks   TPH Challenge 

45 Kinsela Kustoms Racing #1 Nicholas Atkins Mathew Kinsela   TPH Challenge 

48 TPS Constructions Johnnie Stavrou Steve Fowler   TPH Challenge 

50 Wild Racing Simon Wild Graeme Wild   TPH Challenge 

51 Dog & Budgie Racing Jake Chislett   
 

TPH Challenge 

52 Drive For Life Mick Whitehead Cosmo TPH Challenge 

57 50 Seven Perry Stylianos Mitch Jones 
 

Buggy 

60 Race Offroad Leon Summerrell Ben Saunders Supa Toura 

61 ARB Rockhampton Greg Macdonald David King   TPH Challenge 

62 Double It Up Chris Walden Brendan Hamilton   TPH Challenge 

65 BlackBull Racing Dave Evans Dave Mathieson   From Touring 

67 Rover Racing Andrew Curry Justin Worden   TPH Challenge 

69 Bastard Child Rob Barton Turbo Dave   Buggy 

70 SCA 4x4 Racing Mark Fowler     TPH Challenge 

76 Thomas Racing Mark Thomas Luke Ingram   TPH Challenge 

77 Superior Engineering Michael Hayes Angus Cathcart   Buggy 

88 Yukon Offroad #1 Damian Lynch Daniel Axelby   TPH Challenge 

95 Tint A Car Racing Brad Dukes Robbie Weller   TPH Challenge 

99 Yukon Offroad #2 Jack Spencer Nathan Kilby   TPH Challenge 

100 Pacific Quads Racing Ben Saunders James Maroske   TPH Challenge 

102 Wasted Racing Robert Barton Ben Pullen 
 

TPH Challenge 

124 Kinsela Kustoms Racing #3 Gavin McGhie   Supa Toura 

186 Seven Slot Off Road Racing Rod McCraw Todd Avers   Buggy 

247 K & M Racing Mani Kafantaris Stuart Schoof 
 

TPH Challenge 

262 All Metal Magic Bruce Fraser Matt Funnell Buggy 

264 Kinsela Kustoms Racing #2 Tim Marsh     TPH Challenge 

304 Hillbilly Gary Jones     Buggy 

403 Matho Racing Robbie Mathieson     TPH Challenge 

612 Southern Cross Racing Nick Hayden Nathan Hayden   Buggy 

777 Mirror Motor Sports Mitcheal Brooks Kane Jones    TPH Challenge 

816 Team Big Bang Trent Norris Matthew Reitsman   TPH Challenge 

845 Crutrol Racing Trent Nicholson Aaron Cook   TPH Challenge 

888 Torquegas Racing Nick Flanigan Josh Ashman   TPH Challenge 

992 992 Racing Nick Motrom Kevin Tapp   TPH Challenge 
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Cobar 
John Martin of Cobar Tourism is a proud supporter of our event and has gone out of his way to provide us with support. 

The Great Cobar Heritage Centre, Barrier Highway, Cobar. Tel: 02 6836 1452 

Website: Informaton Centre for all your accomdation books and things to do an look for in Cobar  

www.cobar.nsw.gov.au/tourism  

 

Spare Parts, Mechanics and Working on cars at Cobar 
There are various businesses within Cobar and also sponsors at camp which can help you with spare parts, etc. Please 

see us for your particular need. Jemrok are a very good place to start looking and that’s where the scrutineering is 

based. Be sure to acquaint yourselves with them at scrutineering and go in into the store and say Hi.  

 

HQ Newsboard 
There will be a noticeboard at HQ with meeting times for groups, spectator instructions, interim score announcements, 

weather reports and important factors. Please keep an eye on the board for updates and news.  

 

Wrist Bands 
When you arrive at the event please go to the office to register and see where you can camp etc. You will all be given 

wrist bands and please wear these for the duration of the week. We have security marshals who will be asking to see 

your wrist band so we can make sure everyone there has not only paid but registered and done all the paperwork for our 

insurances. If you have damaged your wrist band please take it to the office to get it exchanged for a new one. It is your 

ticket to be there so please do not lose it.  
 

Prohibited 
So in case you missed these items above or I forgot to mention them the following are prohibited … 

• Firearms 

• Dogs and cats 

• Drinks in glass containers. Wine glasses and wine bottles are ok at camp but pls take plastic out on 

stages. 

• Under-aged drinking and driving 

• Drink driving 

• Recreational Drugs 

• People riding in the back of a ute or in a trailer even when collecting firewood 
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Sponsors ……2019 
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Engel is once again onboard. www.engelaustralia.com.au Engel go way way back to our 

first Cliffhangers and even our Navrun events before that. We treasure their long term support and 

know that you guys all love Engel too. Engel fridges are super tough and have stood the test of time 

being in the game for a very long time. Engel fridges draw less power than others, enabling the car to 

start in the morning even on one battery. 

Please consider an Engel when deciding what 

Fridge to buy. They might be just a tad more 

cost than the Chinese fridges but boy when it 

comes to keeping the beer cold on a hot day 

tomorrow and in 20 years’ time I am sure you 

would have well and truly forgotten about that 

little extra by then.  

 

 

 

 

 

BAINTECH 

POWER 

PRODUCTS  

www.bainbridgetechnologies.com Baintech have been 

supporting Cliffhanger for about 8 years and provide many 

prizes. Baintech offer terrific battery charging and maintenance 

technology not seen before, along with invertors, solar, dual 

battery systems, etc. We personally run with their dual battery 

system and use their chargers all the time…. Baintech really 

offer a huge range for 4wd, Marine, Caravan, Commercial, 

Motorhome, Farming and Auto. They also have warning devices that can send a Bluetooth message 

that the battery in the boat, jet ski, camper trailer Jetc in the shed is getting down for whatever reason. 

Jump onto the problem before it kills yet another battery. That is so cool. Jump on their website, and 

see what they have to offer.  

 

http://www.engelaustralia.com.au/
http://www.bainbridgetechnologies.com/
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Roadsafe 
Roadsafe have been 

around for ages 

supplying steering 

components such as tie 

rod ends to the 

4WD and 

automotive 

industry. As the 

seriousness of 

offroading grew so 

too did the demand for stronger steering arms, control arms and panhard rods 

etc. Roadsafe now supply the 4WD shops with a huge range of armoured 

protection, extra heavy tow points, rubber bushes, steering and 

suspension components and even soft shackles. It really is worth 

jumping online (www.roadsafe.com.au) and having a look.  

 

 

 

Mark and Bianca Thomas chose to just 

contribute to the sport and put up a 

significant cash prize contribution.  What 

they do is own and operate machinery 

that prepare the rocks and material for 

road making such as rock crushing equipment that would be based at a quarry or on site. These guys 

are based in North Queensland and are heavily involved in the Qld winch challenge scene. They said it 

is not likely that they will pick up road construction customers through Cliffhanger but that they love 

their sport and just wanted to make a contribution. A very impressive gesture deserving of thanks 

when you next see them.  https://www.facebook.com/bianca.wendt.14 

 

 
 

http://www.roadsafe.com.au/
https://www.facebook.com/bianca.wendt.14
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Copper City Tyres  

is the main tyre outlet in Cobar owned and operated by 

Chris Deighton. His passion for community activities and 

motor sport in his back yard extended to backing 

Cliffhanger and putting up 8 x 37” Maxxis Treps as prizes. 

 

 
No doubt when people are towing their car trailers 

and caravans to Cobar some people will have the odd 

tyre problem so be sure to call Chris on (02) 6836 1251 and he will do whatever it takes to get you 

fixed up and back on the road. Chris and Maxxis are coming to Cliffhanger with tyre repair equipment 

to help teams fix or replace their tyres. But he is a tyre shop right? If you are in need of tyres soon then 

why not call Chris and arrange a set to be put on when passing through Cobar. Even your next set of 

Treps. Maybe he can have them waiting for you in Cobar or he can arrange for a great deal at a local 

Maxxis outlet near your home.  

 

JTX Lighting is our Event Director Steve 

Hobbs’ own business when he is not running Cliffhanger. 

www.jtxlighting.com  JTX specialise in automotive lighting 

whether that be LED head lights, premium quality HID kits, 

new headlights or just brighter globes.  

 
JTX assemble LED lights in Melbourne and that alone sets them apart from any other LED brand. Not 

only do you get same day service but they make up any colour to suit your race car at very short notice 

and can repair or replace components and offer quality after sales support. JTX lights are robust and 

even Rob Fing cant break them. They have a lifetime warranty even for comp guys. What’s more 

these are ADR compliant with ADR stamping on the lenses and for the road going rigs that’s critical. 

JTX have engineered wiring harnesses to 

solve common problems like Toyotas and 

Suzukis which have difficulty running 

LED.  

JTX have also developed premium HID kits 

for on road and off road racing. HID come 

in 35w up to 150w. Teams should consider running JTX extremely 

bright 150w HID kits in their spotties.  

Call Steve on 0416611774 for any headlight enquiry.  

https://www.google.com/search?q=copper+city+tyres&rlz=1C1CHBF_enAU802AU803&oq=copper+city+tyres&aqs=chrome..69i57.5831j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
http://www.jtxlighting.com/
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Gauci Civil are a Sydney based civil works company 

who make parks, sporting ovals and do landscaping on a grand 

scale. Introduced by our competitor James Norris, Chris 

demonstrated a keen interest in our sport and donated cash to the 

prize pool. www.gaucicivil.com.au  

 

Safetyquip - Rocklea 

www.safetyquip.com.au is owned and operated by our own 

competitor Nick Mottrom - 992 Racing. Nick stocks a wealth of work 

place safety gear is keen to help any of the Cliffhanger family. 

Whether we work in an office or out on a mine site we need safety 

gear so please contact Nick on 07 3274 1200. 
 

2dExteme Fabrications 

www.2dextremefabrications.com is owned by our valued marshal 

Dave Keevers. Dale has been helping with Cliffhanger since our 

White Cliffs days. Dale is famous for his custom made super heavy 

duty radius arms but also does bar work, ute conversions and build 

trays and canopies. What ever your steel fabricating needs be sure to 

call Dale on 0407837074. 

 

Superior Engineering 

www.superiorengineering.com.au is owned by Mick Hayes 

who is racing at Cliffy in his Ultra 4 Buggy. Superior are 

famous for their host of high end engineering solutions from 

regular to extreme 4WD applications as well as road going mods such as coil conversions or wheel 

track fixes for leaf sprung landcruisers. Superior Engineering also sell race suits, window nets and 

harnesses and can be called on 07 5433 1411. 
 

Blackhawk  http://www.blackhawk4x4.com offer very 

cool 4WD accessories. To begin with they are leading the way with 

innovative kits for strengthening independent suspension components 

and correcting wheel alignment issues when raising IFS 4WD’s. They 

also do control arms for Jeeps and have cooking kits for camp fires as well.  

 

http://www.gaucicivil.com.au/
http://www.safetyquip.com.au/
http://www.2dextremefabrications.com./
http://www.superiorengineering.com.au/
http://www.blackhawk4x4.com/
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Hungry Hideout  https://www.facebook.com/HungryHideout/ are not only 

coming to Cliffy with their food van but have also put cash on the 

table for the prize pool. These guys attend all sorts of events and 

take on big and small catering challenges even out whoop whoop 

like Cobar.  
 

Jemrok   https://jemrok.com.au are not only the local TJM 

and 4WD accessory outlet in Cobar but service the mining industry with 

equipment repairs from service vehicles to earth moving equipment. 

Jemrok are hosting our scrutineering and have even offered us a hoist if 

a team needs to fix something up. If you need a windscreen or other parts through the week this is the 

first number to call … 02 6836 4011 
 

Gumnut Gifts and Homewares 

https://www.facebook.com/gumnutgifts/ in Cobar is not just a really tasty 

coffee shop in Cobar and don’t just also sell gifts and homewares but 

these guys have a coffee van.  They will be at scrutineering and are also 

coming out to base camp with their coffee van. Real coffee first thing in 

the mornings. Be sure to stop in at their shop in Cobar for a snack and a 

browse.  
 

The 4WD Shed https://www.the4wdshed.com.au Phil 

and May don’t just own and operate The 4WD Shed but also race winch 

trucks together as a couple. These guys are the go to place in Melbourne’s 

East for 4WD workshop repairs and accessories. They live and breathe winch trucks and have a 

wealth of knowledge and access to virtually every brand of everything in 4WD.  
 

Design Fab Industries 

https://www.designfab.com.au  DFI started out catering for 

the buggies with steering, suspension and driveline 

components but now as the winch trucks have become more serious and the DFI range expands these 

guys are now a perfect fit for parts like sway bar kits, hydro steer, beadlock rings and the list goes on.    
 

Century Batteries https://www.centurybatteries.com.au/home Century make 

batteries for every application from the motorbike to the semi trailer and 

boat. Their AGM range is ideal for winching starting at 125 Ah. Century 

still make batteries in Australia and they are available at all auto 

accessory outlets, virtually every tyre shop and garage.  

 

https://www.facebook.com/HungryHideout/
https://jemrok.com.au/
https://www.facebook.com/gumnutgifts/
https://www.the4wdshed.com.au/
https://www.designfab.com.au/
https://www.centurybatteries.com.au/home
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PJ’s Off Road http://pjsoffroad.com.au  Allen 

and Pamela started out as a machining workshop and set about 

building axles and ended up being industry leaders in making 

super strong custom axles, hubs and drive flanges even for the rear 

of Patrol and are the perfect fit sponsor for the Cliffhanger community. Call PJ’s 0490 852 658    

 

Yukon https://www.facebook.com/yukon.enterprises Have been in the 

business for 21 years importing new and used Chevrolet / GMC & Dodge Ram truck 
parts to Australia. They are also Australia’s distributors of Carli Suspension systems. 
Damian has a wealth of knowledge and stock when it comes to race engines and 

engine parts and can be called on (03) 5798 9529 
 

AXT Turbos http://axtturbo.com.au  Are industry leaders 

when it comes to building, improving or repairing any turbo application 

whether it be petrol, diesel, truck or car. Even V8 petrol race engines. 

These guys really know how to make an engine sing and they distribute all 

over Australia as well as overseas.  

 

Headskinz https://www.headskinz.com.au Are a very cool 

and effective way of protecting you from the dust and the sun while 

racing or working outdoors. They can do custom designs to suit your 

business or team. There’s no better way to thank a sponsor. Sell some to your fan base to pay for the 

freebies you hand out.  

 

SS Photography https://www.ss-photography.com.au 

Shantyl started out in 2012 shooting pics at 4WD events and has grown to 

become Cliffhanger’s official photographer. Shantyl’s passion for the sport of 

off road racing has her knowing all the teams and knowing where to be and 

when to be there to capture that perfect shot. To arrange a team poster after the 

event be sure to call Shantyl on 0416 086 110. 

 

 

http://pjsoffroad.com.au/
https://www.facebook.com/yukon.enterprises
http://axtturbo.com.au/
https://www.headskinz.com.au/
https://www.ss-photography.com.au/
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Scoring Sheet  
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39. PROTEST APPLICATION 
Are you making this Application in response to: (tick appropriate box) 

 

 Penalty Dispute     Score Correction   Other (please specify)  

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Your Team Name and Number: 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Your name: 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Additional Respondents / Parties you would like involved: 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Brief Details of Protest (include Stage Number, Marshal/s Involved if Applicable, Time and 

Day, etc ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your Signature_______________________________________________ 
 

Amount of $100 cash is required for this application to be accepted.  
 

This case will only be discussed in your arbitration, and no further discussion will be 

entered into. 
*see rules for details of this Protest Application 
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AASA Insurance 
Cliffhanger is fully insured with AASA who not only cover public liability but also personal injury and loss of 

income to every person present. I can not find better coverage but it means teams need to register their 

competition vehicles with AASA by obtaining a vehicle passport, drivers and navigators need to obtain an 

annual licence and all officials need to register as officials. Spectators don’t have to do anything. So there is a 

bit to do in setting up but it is by far the best I can get for everyone. If we have people avoiding this set up it 

won’t work so we have to police it at registration and scrutineering.  

 

Here is a link to the AASA page that details what is covered and to what extent. https://aasa.com.au/insurance/  

 

Teams can choose to have higher AASA cover if they wish and that link shows how you can go about that as 

well. You can choose if any additional cover is suitable and nothing is stopping you from getting your own 

additional cover elsewhere. But as a basis we must all have AASA coverage.  

 

In the case of Officials and Media AASA ask about Working with Children accreditation. Having discussed this 

with AASA it turns out that an event held in NSW doesn’t need this. They said to tick the boxes that suggest 

you are getting it and that will be ok. If you have it already then great – just add the details.  

 

Note we wont have internet at the office so you have to do this at home before coming. If you haven’t yet 

received your AASA card please print your confirmation email and bring that. You won’t have internet or 

phone range at camp to find the email on your phone. 

 

AASA for Officials 
Every official needs to do the free registration with AASA as an official. That includes all of management, 

office staff, medics, cooks and marshals. All officials will need to show their card or confirmation email to say 

they have done this when the come to the office. Here’s the link … https://aasa.com.au/accreditation/officials-

licence-application/ 

 

For officials AASA ask for references known by AASA. You may use the two following references.. 

• Steve Hobbs 0457002200 stevehobbs@live.com.au Event Director 

• Lawrie Sternbeck 0415752398 lawrie.sternbeck@bigpond.com Clerk of Course 

 

AASA for Media 
Every media professional needs to do the media registration with AASA. If media personnel are being paid to 

be there or intend to sell material after the event then they are deemed professional media. There is a cost of 

$100 for an annual registration or $25 for single event. Here are the links .. 

 

Annual ($100) https://aasa.com.au/accreditation/application-media-accreditation/ 

Single Event ($25) https://aasa.com.au/accreditation/application-media-accreditation-single-event/ 

https://aasa.com.au/insurance/
https://aasa.com.au/accreditation/officials-licence-application/
https://aasa.com.au/accreditation/officials-licence-application/
mailto:stevehobbs@live.com.au
mailto:lawrie.sternbeck@bigpond.com
https://aasa.com.au/accreditation/application-media-accreditation/
https://aasa.com.au/accreditation/application-media-accreditation-single-event/
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AASA Vehicle Passport 

All competition vehicles must obtain a once off vehicle passport. It is AASA’s way of you registering the 

vehicle with them. Although it costs $100 it is just a one off process. There are no inspections, no log books, no 

annual scrutineering etc. Much easier than other racing organisations.  

 

Here is the link .. https://aasa.com.au/vehicle-passports/ 

 

The Passport application asks for details like Cage build number and accredited cage builder, yet it is ok for 

people to build their own cages in which case just put “n/a” or “self built” as answers if you don’t otherwise 

have those details. 

 

AASA Driver and Navi 
All competing Drivers and Navigators need an annual Off Road National Licence. Navi’s can have their own 

Navigator’s Licence but that doesn’t allow them to drive at all whereas they get the same coverage at the same 

cost if they too get the Driver’s Licence. AASA recommended all navi’s get the Driver’s Licence.  

 

Here’s the link … https://aasa.com.au/licences/off-road/off-road-national-licence-application/ 

 

There is a cost of $180 and that covers competitors for 1 year so if they do other AASA off road events within 

the same year they don’t need another licence. There are several winch challenges already using AASA and so 

we have some teams already licenced.    

 

If you have a current AASA licence for another code of motor sport please contact AASA to find out about 

upgrading or including off road. 

 

 

 

 

https://aasa.com.au/vehicle-passports/
https://aasa.com.au/licences/off-road/off-road-national-licence-application/
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Start Marshal Summary 
It is the responsibility of the Start Marshal to: 

• Co-ordinate the Start of the Stage. 

• If there is a Timing problem to take all reasonable steps to restart the competition vehicle. 

• Call Up teams in the correct order. 

• Always have at least two teams ready to commence in correct order and one team in the garage ready to 

start. 

• Check harness/seatbelt for correct fitment  

• Check helmet & chinstrap for correct fitment  

• Clear cars at start line to give recovery Crew access in event of incident. 

• Check with the Crew that all gear is stowed as per rules ie; shackles, straps etc.  

• A deliberate jump start is a DNS. An accidental jump start is a 10 second penalty.  

• New Rule : You have real time displayed on your Rally Safe unit. You will be given a start time by the 

start marshal and you will start yourself by that clock. He will not count you down. Rallysafe will notify 

HQ of all jump starts by text. It is not like we wont notice.  

• Start marshal can be at a desk or safe distance and no longer needs to be close to cars starting. 

• The way rally safe works is that once you are in the start zone it knows you are about to start. For that 

reason a start box will be set up away from the marshals and congregation area so that when you drive 

over to the start box you are entering the starting zone for rally safe.  

 
 

Recording Marshal Summary 
• The Recorder is in charge of all paperwork.  

• It is the Recorder’s responsibility to record all relevant information as required and including: 

o Vehicle ID; 

o Time started, time finished and time taken 

o Penalties recorded; 

o DNF or DNS; 

• It is the Recorder’s responsibility to ensure that Stage performance record are distributed as required ie.: 

The top original to Office (so we don’t get weird marking by carbon copy marks), the second sheet to 

the competitor. 

• Submit the result sheets in order of time elapsed or in score order – that saves a great deal of time later. 

 

Timing Marshal Summary 
 

Timing is managed by GPS time on the Rally Safe units. 

 

The starting marshal shall give a team a start time and they will start themselves without a count down. The 

start marshal also knows GPS time and will ensure no jump starts.  
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The Start Marshal needs to record the start times for the purpose of having a back up of all start times. 

 

The finish line must record the finish time. If they can hear the start then a stop watch will make it easy to 

establish elapsed times. But in the event that the start and finish do not have good radio contact, someone talks 

on the radio interfered with hearing the start be called or if there was a mistake made with the stop watch then 

elapsed time can be easily calculated from start and finish times.  

 

Rally safe can also manage finish times but if teams drive back near the finish zone or stay in the finish zone 

that can confuse rally safe so once teams cross a flying finish they are to stay away from the finish area. I am 

certain team do not want the clock started again.  

 

Note to Marshals – you need to know GPS time in seconds. Virtually all smart phones have phone system time 

which is same as GPS time and this even still works when out of phone range. But make sure in advance you 

have seconds and make alternative arrangements if you don’t. Or synchronise any other clock with seconds to a 

GPS time unit such as a Rally safe in any of the cars. 

 
 

The Timing Marshal shall: 

• Make sure vehicles DO NOT STOP on or within 25m of a flying finish.  

• Make sure no Marshals or spectators are dangerously close to a flying finish.  

• Know the DNF time but not stop the watch until advised by the Stage Manager. 

• Be ready for the Starter’s advice that the Crew is ready. 

• Be located at the finish point of the Stage. 

• Ensure the competing vehicle clears the Finish Garage area promptly. 

 

When a stage is just started we often fear no one will make DNF time. If we have a DNF time of 8 min and but 

the first 5 cars all take over this then we fear the worst. If we allow the first few cars to keep racing for an 

additional 20% (8 minutes becomes 9min36sec) before we call them off the course. That way we can decide 

later that the DNF time may be extended by that 20% in the event no one makes it within the original intended 

DNF. But once someone makes it within the original intended DNF then from that point on we stick to that 

original DNF and call cars off at that earlier time.  
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Cliffhanger Event Rules updated 10/12/18 
 

LICENCES 
All drivers must hold an AASA Club Off Road or Single Event License (can be applied for at 
www.aasa.com.au/licences ) or equivalent. Additionally, you must also have been licensed to drive on 
the road in the state in which you reside. Young navigators are permitted over 14 years of age but 
may not drive. 
 
Rally Safe timing – starts and finishes and keep clears 
 
Proximaty waypoints  
 
 
RACE ETHIC 
If a team cheats they deserve a DNF. By deliberately avoiding a challenge and missing a gate or 
taking an off course short cut intentionally that team will receive a DNF for that stage.  
 
However if a team makes a mistake and that mistake can be rectified before finishing the stage then 
that team does not deserve a DNF. The marshal needs to be satisfied that the challenge or task is 
eventually performed to the intent of the stage and that the time lost in making the situation right is 
penalty enough. To that end, it is possible that going back to go through a missed gate can be 
deemed ok. But note that the Rallysafe system will record you as finished if you get within a certain 
distance of the finish and at that point it is too late to turn back.   
 
VEHICLE REGISTRATION 
Vehicles do not need to be registered to compete. But please note that some access trails may use 
public back roads and some stages may cross such roads and that is at the vehicle owner’s 
discretion and that of the police. You don’t need unregistered vehicle permits but if you choose to get 
one we can assist.  
 
JERRY CANS and SPARE FUEL 
Teams must not carry spare fuel. So that is no jerry cans or other removable fuel containers. We do 
not want fuel everywhere in the case of a roll over. Support Crews may carry spare fuel and may 
assist in long stage fuel dumps. 
 
TEAMS 
Teams are made up of 1 car with 2 people - a driver and a navigator. The driver and navigator may 
switch roles throughout a stage or event provided the navigator is sufficiently licenced. 
Substituting other people into a team is not wanted but can be arranged with a 500 point penalty. 
That is enough to write off any chance of a top 10 result but permit teams to remain in the event if a 
team member is unwell or leaves for compassionate reasons.  
 
SUPPORT CREW 
Support crew members enter, pay and attend the event the same as a spectator. A team can have as 
many support crew as they want. They have to stay in the Spectator areas and follow spectator 
leader requirements. However during the day they may be called upon to recover their vehicle after a 
stage, go and get parts from camp or assist with refuelling etc.  
 
In some long stages (like our 100 waypoint 5 hour stage) there will be a fuel dump location for those 
with small tanks and the support crew can attend that site during the stage. It will be mentioned in 

http://www.aasa.com.au/licences
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stage notes and support crew may leave in convoy lead by the fuel dump marshal. If a team does not 
have a support crew they may give spare fuel to the refuel marshal to take out. We do not want team 
members wearing race suits to be handling fuel so the support crew may refuel the race vehicle or 
the team members without a support crew need to remove their race suits to refuel. However at a fuel 
dump there may not be any spare parts supplied or technical assistance provided by the support 
crew.  
 
Support Crew may carry jerry cans and parts to spectator areas in readiness for assistance after 
stages are completed. 
 
OUTSIDE ASSISTANCE 
 
Support Crew may only help outside of the team’s competition time. Support crews are not permitted 
to assist a competitor during racing time nor communicate with the crew during racing time in any way 
except if refuelling at a long stage fuel dump. If found communicating with or assisting a team, the 
team will receive a DNF for that stage for having received outside assistance.  
 
During competition time other teams may assist with recovery, repairs or supply of parts and tools 
provided they too are in their own race time. Under normal circumstance no compensation is awarded 
to those teams who aid assistance.  
 
Compensation for lost time will only be granted in the following special circumstances ..  

a) where first aid may be or was required 
b) where fire or major damage can be averted  

 
TYRE SIZE LIMITATIONS 
There are no tyre size restrictions in Buggy or Challenge Classes. Super Tourer class is limited to 35” 
tyres 
 
WINCH CABLES AND ROPES 
Only Synthetic winch ropes and straps may be used. Teams may not use wire cables. 
 
NITROGEN 
Nitros can not be used. 
 
POTENTIAL FOR BURNS 
No oil lines, fuel lines, coolant lines, brake or clutch lines or hydraulic fluids can be inside the cabin. 
You may build a secure tunnel for lines and that must be approved by the event scrutineer. If you 
have a buggy with no body you need to make precautions such that the occupants are still shielded 
from spills or burst lines.  
 
POTENTIAL FOR CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING 
Exhaust systems must protrude past the cabin floor. In the event of being in water air bubbles from 
exhaust must not come up through gear stick boots or holes in floor. The solution is not just seal the 
holes and boots but to make sure the exhaust goes past the cabin.  
 
When stages involve water (the stage notes will advise when) vehicles in water must have driver and 
co-driver windows down at least 50% for ventilation. 
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CODE OF CONDUCT  
At all times Competitors, Event Officials, Marshals and Spectators shall treat all participants in a 
courteous and respectful manner. 
Competitors shall avoid public argument with each other and officials and all disputes shall be dealt 
with under the provision for Arbitration. 
 
Verbal or physical abuse of a marshal (refer to penalties below) 
Marshals volunteer their time and without them we will not have an event. They are not there to 
accept your abuse. The following examples are forms of abuse... 

▪ Raised voice 
▪ Obscene gestures or language 
▪ Going beyond seeking an explanation and then arguing a point 
▪ Debating a point or your case outside of arbitration time. 

Minor infringement is a DNS – this means if you try to argue your way out of a DNF out of arbitration 
then you will get a DNS = zero points.  
Major infringement where a marshal feels threatened or harassed will result in a special arbitration 
hearing where a major penalty of up to 500 points or event disqualification may be served. 
Assault – Where an incident is reported that a competitor has assaulted another competitor, marshal 
or spectator a special arbitration hearing will be held where a penalty of up to 500 points or event 
disqualification may be served.  

 
ARBITRATION 
Throughout the week stage results will be published by group. Teams wont know how they are going 
against members in other groups but they know how they went against other teams in their own 
group so they can potentially spot mistakes or results they were not expecting. You may ask at the 
office to see how the score was worked out but note it can not be disputed with the scorer or the 
office staff. 
 
In the event of a disputed penalty or score a written submission (Refer to Protest Application in book) 
must be submitted to the office within 6 hours of the stage completion or scores being released. No 
submissions will be accepted after 2pm on the final day of racing (prior to presentation). 
 
The Abitration panel will consist of : 

• Event Director / Clerk of Course (Steve Hobbs) – Has the right to vote 

• Assistant Clerk of Course (Lawrie Sternbeck) – Has the right to vote 

• Stage Manager – Has the right to vote 

• Marshal who called the penalty – Non voting unless he is also the stage manager. 

• Team (applicant) – Non voting. 
 
Teams and arbitrators must not be affected by alcohol as this can impair their ability to reason or 
accept other people’s views. The breathalyser may be used and if a team reading exceeds .00 then 
the hearing will be cancelled.  
Hearings will be held as soon as possible so that progressive results and new start sequences for the 
next day can be published. However hearings will not be held after midnight or before 6am and all 
arbitrators need to be available. This may not be possible late at night.  
 
Your case must not be discussed or negotiated outside of arbitration – before or after. Persistent 
banter outside of arbitration will be treated as verbal abuse and major penalties will apply. 
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If you are not sure of a rule interpretation and are unsure if a case is worth pursuing then by all 
means consult with a course marshal but that person will not form an opinion, make a decision, have 
a vote or nor should the discussion take any longer than 5 minutes.  
 
A team may only protest a penalty made against them self. They cannot arbitrate about whether a 
penalty was or wasn’t awarded to another team or whether they should or shouldn’t be allowed to 
race. If a Marshal misses another penalty against another team it is not up to you or other team to 
dob them in – that’s just bad sportsmanship.  
 
A spectator has nothing to do with the arbitration process at all. No spectator footage or statements 
will be admissible.  
 
Video footage of a start marshal, in car footage taken by the applicant or footage captured by the 
official video crew may be used.  
 
The process of lodging a dispute requires an application to be filled out (At the back of the booklet) 
and submitted to the office with a $100 cash fee. If you win your case or if you withdraw your 
application before the hearing that money will be refunded in full. However if the hearing is heard and 
you lose your appeal the fee will not be refundable and will be donated to the events chosen charity.   
 

ABUSE OF ALCOHOL OR DRUGS  
The abuse of alcohol or drugs by Competitors or Event Officials at any time during an Event shall not 
be permitted. Medication prescribed for a Competitor by a doctor shall be excepted, provided such 
medication does not affect that Competitor’s safe performance during the Event.  
Prescribed medication shall only be taken by the Competitor for whom it is prescribed. 
Blood Alcohol readings must not exceed .05 for fully licensed drivers and co-drivers and 0.00 for 
Learner or Probationary drivers and co-drivers. Further, Officials and Spectator drivers must also 
meet these requirements. A breathalyser will be used to check blood alcohol content during the 
Event. Those Competitors, Officials and Support crew who register any reading above their accepted 
limit shall not participate or officiate until such time as their BAC reading returns to their acceptable 
level. Any Competitor, Official or Spectator driver who refuses to provide a breathalyser reading shall 
be disqualified from further participation or spectating at the Event. 
 

The use of any other drugs shall be prohibited at all times during the Event and any Competitor or 
Official found to have used any other drugs shall be disqualified from all further participation in the 
Event. 
 

TECHNICAL INSPECTION 
Vehicles may be required to be submitted at any time for a thorough technical inspection by an Event 
Scrutineer especially after an incident. 
 

EVENT SCRUTINEERING 
All vehicles will present at the start of the event for event scrutineering. Refer to attached check list. 
You need to print the checklist and have it ready at the start of the event so it may be filled out by 
event scrutineers. 
 

BROKEN WINDSCREENS 
When a vehicle gets a broken or cracked windscreen, the Event Scrutineer needs to deem the screen 
safe to stay or unsafe. Unsafe screens must be removed and the team may only participate in further 
stages if they wear gloves and goggles or full face helmet while in the car with no screen. 
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POINTS ALLOCATION 
At driver briefing before the event starts the Event Director will determine how many teams start the 
event in each class and announce the point split for placings. The objective is to have even splits 
across the field and in the event of low numbers in a given class a last place is not still a high score 
and a DNF does not rule you out of the event placings. 
 

Stage places are time based. When navigation is involved the people with the highest achievement 
score the best. Times split their results if they have the same achievement. A fast time but with a poor 
navigation result is of no benefit. Yet a slow time with the best number of navigation points could win 
you the stage. 
 

MEDICAL CLEARANCE 
The Event Medics may deem a participant not fit for competing through injury or illness during the 
event. The competitor must rest and be passed by the medics for fitness before returning to 
competition. The competitor may seek and present a written medical certificate as a second and over 
ruling opinion from a qualified medical Doctor. 
 

STARTS  
The Start shall be clearly marked. In Navigation stages the starter might line teams up and they start 
from a parked position. In speed and technical stages there will be starting boxes marked by bunting 
on the sides and rear. The front will be a line on the ground.  Vehicles may move at any time inside 
the starting box but breaking bunting or making markers lean greater than 45 degrees invokes normal 
marker penalties but only if done after countdown commences. The vehicle may protrude over the 
front line but its front wheels may not touch the line until the final word “Go”. This means a small 
running pre start is possible so long as the front wheel has not hit the front line. This will eliminate 
frustrating penalties where the vehicle might creep or shift weight etc when drive is engaged.  
Teams will start themselves using their Rally Safe clock. 
If a start is jumped Rally Safe will notify HQ. 10 second penalties are added to the team’s time. 
If the team made a deliberate early start to gain an advantage such as becoming lead vehicle in a 
multi vehicle stage then that team will receive a DNF for that stage. 
 
START SEQUENCES 
Starting sequences are important to ensure competitors of a similar score race in conditions and on a 
surface that is as consistent as possible to their closest rivals. If you can not start in your allocated 
sequence let the starter know and you may start at the end of your group and receive a 50 point 
penalty for starting out of sequence. If you are still not ready when called up at the end of your group 
you will receive a DNS. Only under special compassionate circumstances like rendering assistance to 
others can this penalty be revoked by the Event Director. The starter must note the circumstance on 
the score sheet and it can be reviewed later that day.  
 
MINIMUM STAGE SCORES 
The minimum score a team can incur in any stage is Zero. If a team receives a DNF, or DNS as well 
as penalties such as recovery infringements or out of sequence penalty then they can not score 
negative points for that stage. 
 
DNF – DID NOT FINISH 
DNF points are 20 points. Most commonly incurred when time runs out or extreme safety penalty 
imposed. To avoid broken vehicles starting just to get DNF points and taking up valuable time 
navigation stages will specify a minimum number or specific waypoints to be achieved to assure at 
least DNF points. Technical winch stages will have a DNF marker a certain way into the stage which 
will require a degree of ability at a minimum.  
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FINISH BOXES 
Stage notes will tell you if the stage has a Finish Box or Flying Finish. 
 
Finish garages shall be clearly marked with a “FINISH” sign on either of the finish pegs. The finish 
box shall be closed with bunting on the sides and back, leaving the approach side open. 
 
Vehicles must come to a complete stop with at least 1 wheel hub inside the finish box. Can be front or 
rear wheel hub which means a team may back up into the finish box if needed. 
 
If a vehicle over shoots a finish box it must reverse back up and come to a stop inside the finish box. 
Normal marker penalties apply to damage sustained to a finish box. 
 
FLYING FINISHES 
Stage notes will tell you if the stage has a Finish Box or Flying Finish. 
 
Should several competing vehicles be on a course simultaneously it may be appropriate to have a 
“FLYING FINISH” to minimise potential hazards and stopped vehicle at otherwise a live finish point 
for other vehicles. 
 
The flying finish shall be clearly marked with a “FLYING FINISH” sign on either of the finish pegs. The 
flying finish markers will be clearly visible and will be an obvious finish line in a motorkhana or creek 
run.  
 
In the case of a Navigation stage a GPS way point of the Flying Finish will be provided and the finish 
may be crossed in any direction but only once. Once a vehicle has crossed the Flying Finish its time 
has ended and it may not go back onto the course or restart or continue.  
 
Finish Marshals will direct finished teams to a safe cool down area. No person (competitor, marshal 
or spectator can stand, park or remain within 25m of a flying finish for safety reasons) 
 
COURSE MARKING 
Stage notes shall provide a detailed description of each course.  
 
Cliffhanger does not want to impose DNF for mistakes but will impose DNF to cheats. Sometimes a 
silly mistake like something missed can be rectified by going back and doing it again but the clock will 
not stop and no allowance made for time lost. It is an expensive mistake but has not resulted in a 
DNF.  
 
However if a team seeks to obtain an advantage by deliberately missing a part of the stage or driving 
around a challenge against the best intentions of the stage builder then a DNF will be imposed.  
 
Stage notes may make reference to gates which are pairs of markers through which you travel. If a 
team misses a gate it must go back and pass through the missed gate then continue through all 
remaining gates without further misses.   
 
Bunting may be used to define a path. If Bunting is broken or pulled down (no matter how) then a 
marker penalty is applied. If the one bunting infringement pulls down one or more subsequent marker 
pegs then still just the one penalty is applied. 
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Marker pegs, cones or bollards may define a path. If a vehicle or team member tips a marker over by 
more than 45 degrees then a marker penalty is applied. If the vehicle remains off course and knocks 
more markers then more penalties are applied.  
 
Marshals note - Bollards and Cones need paint markings on the ground to identify placement. If a 
marker shifts but remains standing then no penalty is applied. But once the vehicle has passed a 
marshal may reposition the marker to its original position. 
 
Markers may be bunting streamers tied to trees. If the tree is knocked over or branch broken such 
that the streamer falls then a marker penalty is applied as if it were a peg or bollard.  
 
If a winch rope or any other piece of equipment knocks over a marker then the penalty is still applied. 
A Team member may stand up a peg or repair bunting but will not have the penalty revoked.  
 
If a marker is knocked over by movement in rocks or falling trees etc penalties still apply.  
 
The only exception being if the vehicle was clearly past the marker and a falling or rolling rock knocks 
over the marker then no penalty applies.  
 
 
 
CAUTION SIGNS 
There are no caution signs – it is safer to drive safely and assume hazards are plentiful. 
 
ABANDONMENT OR CANCELLATION OF A STAGE OR EVENT 
An Event or a Stage of an Event may be abandoned or cancelled after commencement at the 
discretion of the Event Director. The reasons for the abandonment or cancellation shall be 
communicated to the Competitors as soon as practical after the abandonment or cancellation at a 
briefing called for that purpose. 
 

Should 20%  or more of the field have started the Stage prior to abandonment or cancellation then 
the points earned by the Competitors who started the Stage shall count toward the Event result. 
 
In the case of a stage cancellation points shall be awarded on the following basis. Not withstanding 
that if less than 20% of the field attempted the stage then no points are awarded at all to anyone. A 
stage cancellation would normally be due to an unforeseen danger or track degradation that could 
possibly result in many DNF times and stressed equipment. Due regard has to be given to those who 
attempted the stage but received a DNF and they can not receive less points than those who did not 
attempt the stage. Vehicles who successfully complete the stage are scored as if there was no 
cancellation. Only in the case of a stage cancellation the DNF points allocated shall be just 15 points 
less than the lowest successfully completed stage result. All vehicles who remain in the event and did 
not attempt the stage due to stage cancellation will receive special DNS points at 15 points less than 
those who attempted the stage but received a DNF. Here is an example – if a select few successfully 
completed the stage and the worst of those placements earned them 85 points (not including 
penalties) then those who attempted but failed to accomplish the stage receive 70 points. And those 
who did not get to attempt the stage all receive 55 points. Penalties are still applied to those who 
earned points through attempting the stage if applicable.   
 
COURSE CHANGES 
If the course has been changed the Competitors shall be notified prior to any Competitor commencing 
that Stage. Should exceptional safety circumstances indicate that a course change is necessary after 
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some Competitors have completed a course, only those changes that can be clearly demonstrated to 
present no advantage nor disadvantage for following Competitors may be 
implemented.  
 
ADDITIONAL STAGES 
Should it become likely that the Event program may be completed prematurely, and there is 
reasonable time available, additional Stages may be introduced at the discretion of the event director.  
 

VEHICLE RECOVERY CONDUCT 
It must be understood that Marshals are volunteers and it is not appropriate to assume that they will 
use their own vehicle or equipment to recover a competitor requiring assistance. Competitors should 
assist each other. In a challenge stage a finished car would be expected to assist in a recovery. If a 
bad show of sportsmanship arises and competitors do not elect to aid in the recovery the stage may 
be stopped until such time the course is clear.  
 

UNACCEPTABLE RECOVERY PRACTICE IN STAGES 
A Warning will be issued and Marshals will not permit a team to proceed unless the following is 
obeyed. Failure to take heed of the warning will then result in penalties until rectified. So there is 1 
warning for safety and then penalties apply thereafter. 
 
Circumstances vary such that all possibilities can not be foreseen and written. Marshals are briefed 
on safety and their requests must be respected to avoid penalty. 
All winching shall cease after a warning and until the unacceptable practices like the ones below are 
corrected… 
 

a) Failure to use equipment that meets rating requirements. 
b) Dampener to be “draped” on rope and “attached” to winch hook. 
c) Additional Dampener to be draped over additional metal components such as snatch blocks, 

shackles, hooks or any item that may become a projectile. Rolled dampeners shall not be 
permitted.  

d) Any situation that a Marshal deems to be unsafe practice with due regard for the possibility for 
the vehicle or equipment to cause injury or damage. 

e) Excessive wheelspin: Where there is no forward progress and the crew spins the wheels 
excessively with no gain and causes or has the potential to cause track damage they shall not 
be allowed to continue. The Marshal will give one warning and permit 2-3 seconds before 
issuing a penalty. 

 
WINCH LINE RETRIEVAL – winding in unhooked rope… 
Crews shall stand clear of a winch line being retrieved and shall keep all body parts clear of the 
fairlead when rewinding the winch line. This includes standing clear of rope on the ground. Marshals 
will warn crews if they feel that competitors are not clear of the fairlead or rope. Failure to heed the 
warning will result in a penalty (Action Causing Risk to Person). Some winches are faster than others 
and due regard is given to the circumstance. Crews may hold a rope being re-spooled in or out so 
long as they are safe to do so and that the rope is not live. 
 
If any equipment is touching the ground at the finish line the marshal will award a penalty for 
“equipment not secured”.  
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RECOVERY PENALTIES WITHOUT WARNING 
Marshals may advise the Crew of the penalty when it occurs verbally. Most co-drivers know when 
they make a mistake and once told removes questions later. But a Marshall can not always alert a 
penalty at the time and teams may be notified at the end of the stage. 
 
Breaches of the following practices shall attract a penalty. 
 
Teams shall clear bystanders, marshals, photographers, etc in the vicinity of a recovery situation prior 
to commencement of winching. It is the co-drivers responsibility to ensure everyone is safe. You are 
not required to call “Clear Winching” – words mean nothing if you winch regardless of having called it 
and danger is still there. Make sure there is “No Risk to Person” 
 
Teams who drive over a winch rope whether it is their own rope or that of another team, shall incur a 
penalty. 
 
If you approach another team under taking a recovery, they are not obliged to clear a path for you. Be 
aware of their recovery equipment and by placing yourself in danger of their equipment will result in 
you being penalised.  
 
The cable and/or anchor shall not be handled while the cable is under tension. Nor shall the crew 
reach under or over a rope under tension.  
 
A rope is live when it is attached to anything be it a tree or rock and even if it was attached to a 
branch or tree that has since fallen off or over it is still live while attached. If a double line pull is being 
set up it becomes live when both the hook is attached to the vehicle and the snatch block is 
connected to the strap. Any such instance when the rope may pull tight if the vehicle were to move 
constitutes a live rope. 
 
A team member may not step over a live rope.  
 
Winching and driving shall cease when re-positioning a cable dampener or protective ground or rock 
blanket. The cable may remain in tension however Crew shall only handle the dampener or rock 
blanket and not under any circumstances touch a rope under tension. 
 
Winching and driving shall cease when a Crew member approaches the vehicle to inspect the rope 
on the drum, pack rocks, adjust dampener, or other reason. 
 
A team member may hold a non-live rope (not attached to a tree etc so can not be pulled tight) out of 
the way while a vehicle repositions itself. 
 
The ONLY exceptions for handling a live rope is when it is NOT under tension and it needs to be 
cleared over a rock or obstruction or if the free spool needs a tug to engage. But again the Marshal 
may warn the crew if they feel the car I likely to slip backwards and the rope may become tight and 
then safety prevails and touching it may not be permitted until it is no longer live (unhooked) 
 

A crew member can never wrap a rope around their hand to get a better hold. 
 

The action of Crew members shall not cause any risk to any person. 
 

Crew members must not at any time attach a winch hook or cable to any part of their person or 
clothing. 
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FIRST AID 
All competing vehicles shall carry an adequate outdoors first aid kit in or on the car at all times and it 
must be readily accessible. 
 
FIRE EQUIPMENT  
Vehicles shall carry at least one 1.5kg, or two 0.9kg dry powder fire extinguisher(s) placed in a readily 
accessible location in the cabin for both members of the Crew while seated. Extinguishers fitted in the 
cabin shall be below shoulder height. Mounting brackets shall be steel. Plastic mounting brackets 
shall not be permitted. An in-cabin fire extinguishing system shall be an ok substitute for internal fire 
extinguishers but consider being able to put out an engine or under car fire. 
 
A further fire extinguisher of no less than 1.5 kg mounted on the rear of a ute or on the outside or the 
inside of the back door of a closed vehicle (wagon or swb). In the past some fires have started quite 
some time after a roll over and it’s hard to get back into a rolled and burning vehicle to access a fire 
extinguisher. If we all have an extinguisher on the back of every vehicle someone else may quickly 
grab your extinguisher to put out someone else’s fire.  
 
If you have a fire and you put the fire out yourself using your own equipment or you get assistance 
from another team who is also racing at that time there is no penalty for outside assistance. But if you 
use any fire equipment sourced from a marshal or a team who is not racing then that is outside 
assistance and results in a DNF. Further if a bystander or marshal is involved in assisting to 
extinguish your fire even with your equipment then that too is outside assistance.  
 
TIMING 
Timing shall be to the elapsed tenth of a second, expressed in hours, minutes, seconds and tenths of 
a second using the 24-hour system. Eg: 01Hr 25 Min 15.6 Sec 
 
If teams have times separated by less than 0.5 seconds using a stop watch they shall be deemed to 
have the same times when scoring.  
 
Rallysafe times can be trusted to be accurate to within 10th’s of a second. 
 
HARNESSES 
4 point Harnesses shall be properly fitted, correctly fastened and adjusted during all Stages whilst the 
vehicle is in motion. No member of the Crew shall ride on the outside of a competing vehicle and no 
member of the Crew inside the competing vehicle shall have any limbs outside the vehicle whilst the 
vehicle is in motion.  
 
If a vehicle drives and a team member does not have his harness fitted they receive a DNS for that 
stage.  
 
Team members must secure their harness before driving. There are times where the vehicle may 
creep or shift when drive is engaged or roll back slightly and unintentionally – for these offenses 
teams will be warned and the Marshal may give due regard for what is safe and what isn’t and that a 
team did not gain an advantage by driving off early.   
 
 

WINDOW NETS 
Window nets are required to be fitted to the drivers’ and co-drivers’ window aperture. The nets must 
cover at least 70% of the opening and be readily opened from the top or bottom, from inside and 
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outside the vehicle. The nets may be of the “string” variety with mesh size no greater than 50mm x 
50mm. Window nets shall be properly fitted during all stages whilst the vehicle is in motion.  
 
Failure to have the window net secured while driving (except in water) will result in a DNS for that 
stage.  
 
In the case of buggies or vehicles with no doors, at least 70% of the opening from roof frame to floor 
frame must have some means of netting to prevent limbs falling out in the event of a roll over or assist 
in keeping branches out.  
 
HELMETS 
Occupants shall wear Australian Standard Certified helmets to AS 1698 whilst competing. The 
helmets must fit correctly and be secured with the chin straps. 
 
Failure to wear Helmets while driving will result in a DNS for that stage. 
 
ROLL CAGES – Challenge Class 
All vehicles in challenge class must be fitted with no less than 6 point roll cages that meet either 
CCDA or CAMS 6 point design and material specifications.  

• Additional requirement #1 - all challenge class cages must have a forward brace to prevent the 
A pillar moving back towards the B Pillar so they need as a minimum a sill rail along the floor 
or a side intrusion rail on each side.  

• Additional Requirement #2 -  Challenge Class cages to have a straight A pillar support bar 
running from top of A pillar to bottom of A pillar. The observation : most vehicles have a 
significant bend in the A pillar at the dash and leans back at a significant angle. When a 
vehicle has a hard hit to the roof in a roll over or hits a tree branch the a pillar bar is well known 
for bending down and potentially entrapping or hitting the occupants. A straight A pillar Support 
will significantly prevent this. Vehicles with a wide roof like GQ Patrol will find this straight 
forward. Vehicles with a narrow roof like GU Patrol or Toyota Hilux or Landcruiser have narrow 
roof and a straight A Pillar support will interfere with steering wheels or access. In such cases 
the A Pillar Support may go within 150mm of the top and bottom of the A Pillar. As a last resort 
there may be a discrete bend outwards at 90 degrees to the direction the vehicle is facing and 
any bend must be webbed or braced back to the original A Pillar. The only vehicles not 
requiring A Pillar Support have windscreens almost vertical like Landrover Defender, Toyota 
40 series and Jeep TJ etc. 

 
ROLL CAGES – Touring and Super Tourer Classes 
Touring and Super Tourer vehicles need a basic 4 point roll cage as a minimum. Can be a removable 
bolt in type.  
 

CARGO BARRIERS 
Wagons and SWB type enclosed vehicles shall be fitted with rigid cargo safety barriers securely 
mounted behind the seats. Any equipment, parts and tools carried forward of the cargo safety barrier 
shall be securely fixed to prevent movement or dislodgment during competitive or transport stages.  
Cargo safety barriers shall not be fabricated from webbing, strapping or any other flexible material. 
 

PENALTIES 
Penalties are generally all 5 points each. 
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TIED PLACINGS 
Tied placings are permitted. In the event of a tie the immediate following place(s) will be void. For 
example if 2 teams get the same fastest time there are 2 first places but no second place and third 
place goes to the team who got the next best time. This applies to individual stages and overall event 
results. If any prize money was available for the tied positions they will be accumulated and divided 
equally (in the above case 1st and 2nd place prizes are added together then divided equally).   
 

RECOVERY POINTS 
Rated recovery points shall be mounted at the front and rear of the vehicle and painted red, yellow or 
orange. If bolts are used they must be no less than 10mm hi-tensile bolts.  
 

RADIO COMMS 
UHF (477mhz) operational radios shall be fitted to all vehicles. 
 
RECOVERY EQUIPMENT 
Recovery Equipment shall include all of the following and be rated equal to or greater than : 

• One snatch strap: 60mm width rated 8000kg 

• One snatch block: 7000kg 

• Two rated “D” or bow shackles, 3.25t or 4.75t 

• One winch extension strap, 75mm width rated 8000kg or Synthetic Rope 10mm, 8500kg 

• One tree trunk protector: 75mm width rated 12000kg. 

• At least one cable dampener measuring at least 900 x 500mm and weighing at least 1kg when dry. 

• Jack and jacking plate with capacity to lift the vehicle to change a wheel. 

• Tools and spares as required to maintain the vehicle. 

• Winch hooks must be rated at 3.25t or greater 

• Soft Rope style shackles are permitted without dampers 
 

CABIN 
The interior of the vehicle shall be a safe operating environment for the Crew and all heavy objects 
shall be carried in secure storage lockers mounted securely to the body.  
 

RALLY SAFE - ALL CLASSES 
Every vehicle needs a Rally Safe unit fitted.  
 
Prior to the event all teams must purchase a mounting kit. Without it you will not be able to use Rally 
Safe and you will not be able to race. These are available online from Rally Safe and you need the 
permanent mounting kit for a vehicle (not for bikes and not temporary). Here is the link …. 
https://shop.statusas.com/shop/rallysafe/rallysafe-permanent-installation-kit-everything-you-need/ 
 
Rally Safe personnel will attend the event and supply the actual units to be mounted into your pre 
purchased fitting kit. 
 
Rally Safe uses Satellite tracking and offers alerts to teams, basic messaging with HQ and at any 
moment HQ can see where all teams are. It will also alert HQ to teams speeding or passing certain 
points in the wrong direction.  
 
If there is an approaching vehicle your Rally Safe will alert you.  
 
In navigation stages when you reach a waypoint your Rally Safe unit will tell you “Waypoint Achieved” 
and record you getting there. If for what ever reason your rallysafe is not working activate bread 

https://shop.statusas.com/shop/rallysafe/rallysafe-permanent-installation-kit-everything-you-need/
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crumb on your GPS to prove where you went. If it is found the Rallysafe unit was working and your 
GPS skills were at fault (like wrong format or datum) then no points are granted.   
 
Rally Safe has a GPS Clock showing seconds – you will use this to count down your own starts. Rally 
Safe will sense you moving and can report jump starts to HQ.  
 
Rally Safe can manage finish line times.  
 
HQ can see you are not moving and send you brief messages like are you ok? You can say “Yes” 
“No” or “Acknowledge”. Knowing you have limited responses HQ can ask questions that can 
ultimately lead to getting the right sort of help out to you.   
 
In the case of an emergency Rally Safe can shut down normal stage navigating and give all teams in 
a group an instruction to immediately render assistance at a given waypoint. 
 
SPEED LIMITED CLASSES 
No speed limits apply to Challenge or Buggy Classes 
 
Super Tourer class is speed limited to 80 klm per hour because they have less roll cage safety 
requirements. All GPS units have a speed warning and I suggest you use it. Most stages will not be 
possible to reach this speed but some will. When a team exceeds their speed limit the Rally Safe unit 
will notify HQ and 5 point penalty will be applied. It is not like we will not notice. Rallysafe will tell us if 
a team speeds.  
 
WRONG WAY GO BACK 
On the backs of arrows and at gates etc we can set up a sign that mean wrong way go back. When 
setting up we record the location of such signs and the direction you should be passing. If a team 
passes in the wrong direction Rally Safe will notify HQ and a DNF will result for unsafe practice. 
Again it is not like we wont know – Rallysafe tells us. This will keep teams honest and prevent head 
on collisions.  
 
If a team needs to back track because maybe they lost a spare tyre etc then the terrain is almost 
always open enough to permit them to drive back at a safe distance away from the track and that is a 
safer practice.  

 
 
 
BATTERIES 
All batteries shall be securely fastened and if they are in the cabin they shall be secured in an 
enclosure and vented to the outside of the vehicle unless the battery is a sealed unit. 
 

Running battery isolation is totally up to the competitor. They are no longer mandatory. If you believe 
you should have them then by all means run them. But if you don’t believe in them then that is your 
decision. Our logic is that some modern engines can fail if all electrics are shut off at high revs. We 
have also seen fires and complications brought about by having them. If you are running heavy 
battery cables into a cabin we suggest you consider running and isolating the earth cables. 



 

EVENT SCRUTINEERING 

 

Event scrutineering will be mainly performed in Cobar township on your way to the event. Jemrok have 

kindly donated their front car park area. They have extensive workshop facilities and offered a hoist and 

welding equipment if needed and they sell parts and 4WD accessories. Might pay to get to know these guys as 

these are likely to be the ones you will call later to arrange a windscreen or drum of gear oil. They will put on 

a sausage sizzle that rivals Bunnings and the infamous Gumnut coffee van will be there too.  

 

The hours of scrutineering in Cobar are 8am to 4pm Thursday 4th and Friday 5th April. We 

encourage everyone to be finished and on the road to Mt Gap before 5pm because the Kangaroos on the 

Barrier Hwy are extreme in the evening so we can not be doing late scrutineering.  

 

Queue Jumper - If you book in your time at least 12 hours in advance by texting team name and a time to 

Mick 0417797877 you can jump the line and be done at your allocated time. If you are late you join the 

back of the line.  

 

 
 

 

There are a few reasons as well as other benefits for doing this in town instead of at Mt Gap.  

• If you left something at home you don’t have to drive back into town to buy something. It’s 

right there.  

• We are checking cages and if you have to fix a weld, etc the right gear is at Jemrok to do a 

proper job in the right conditions and not a battery weld in a paddock.  

• The Shire really want us to do something in town and the alternative was get you to all trailer 

back into town for a show ‘n shine. This is the better option.  

 

I don’t want people to drive out of their way to Cobar for scrutineering. Yes we can do some at camp 

but we do not have the resources or the time to do a lot of scrutineering at camp and so please let me 

know if you need to be booked in to be done at camp on the Saturday instead of in Cobar. Note you 

can not do test driving until after passing scrutineering and you could be at the end of the day so 

Saturday at camp is really too late. Teams who get to camp before Thursday can be done at camp 

when you arrive. Those who are coming from the west and would otherwise pass camp to get to 

Cobar and those being transported without its people and those elevated on trucks are the ones we 

would expect to do at camp.  

 

There should be no need to take cars off trailers and here are the checklists so you can pack your 

gear so we can readily be shown the items on the list. There’s not much so it’s not a big deal. 
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Cliffhanger Event Scrutineering  -  VEHICLE SAFETY CHECK SHEET                 
                                                                                                                                

Driver: _________________________   Co-driver:   ______________________   Class : ________  Team # : ______ 
 
The following items will be checked by our Scrutineering Helpers. They too will give you the event sponsor stickers – it 
would pay to get these and put them on while you are waiting.  
 

Pass  Fail  

   Car number stickers meet requirements. Remember you do your own car # stickers. 

   2 x Helmets both meeting either AS1698, SFI, AFI or Snell2015 standards 

   First Aid Kit  

   2 x Race Suits minimum SFI 3.2A/1 standard.  

   UHF Radio  

   Rallysafe mounting kit purchased & fitted before coming to event. Stays on 100% time 

   Driver & Navi both have AASA National Offroad Licence (emailed # or card) 

   Event sponsor stickers (supplied at scrutineering) in place.  

 
The next group of items will be checked by our official event scrutineers.  
 

Pass  Fail  

   Vehicle meets class regulations 

   Removable window safety nets 

   Seat belt cutter(s) fitted such that strapped in occupants can reach (provided at event) 

   Roll Cages meet class requirements – Challenge includes A Pillar Support and Sill Rails 
or Side Intrusion 

   Harnesses (not frayed or damaged and all mountings shall be secure) 

   No obtrusive objects in driving compartment that could cause injury 

   Fire extinguishers in reach of seated occupants (2 x 0.9kg or one 1.5 kg) in date 

   Fire extinguisher >= 1.5kg on rear of car in date 

   Demonstrate fuel breather and other fuel lines wont leak if in a roll over position 

   No oil, coolant, fuel, hydraulic fluids etc capable of bursting a line and causing burns 

   Exhaust system protrudes past cabin or no risk of carbon monoxide gassing eg open top 

 
Note there are some things we won’t be checking because we rely upon your own common sense to make sure wheels 
don’t fall off, that your winch cable is in good condition and remember when you go to use a shackle or strap that is not 
rated the marshals on that stage will prevent you from using them. 
 
Note also we are NOT certifying your car to be safe to race. We are merely checking to see you have the gear we want 
you to have and meet a minimum standard of safety consistent with motor sporting events because without such 
standards we would have more injuries. We don’t want any injuries at all but they do happen and we are doing 
everything we can to prevent them.  
 
Checking scrutineer ________________________        Date and time ___________ 

 

 

Team Signature     ________________________        Date and time ___________ 
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I, the undersigned have fully read the 2019 Cliffhanger Booklet. I fully understand all the rules and conditions stipulated by 

Cliffhanger 4wd Events in this booklet, and will abide by them. 

 

I also understand that motorsport is dangerous and that I take will assess all situations with a view to the capabilities of myself, my 

team mates and the vehicle before I proceed and that I accept these risks. 

WAIVER 
 

1. COUGAR GROUP PTY LTD as Trustee for the Hobbs Family Trust #1 (Steve Hobbs) ACN 144 476 424 t/a Cliffhanger 

4wd Event ("the Organisers") assumes that the Applicant attending the Cliffhanger 4wd event ("the Event") for competition as a 

driver or navigator, support crew or as a spectator or official has 4 wheel drive experience and the Applicant acknowledges having 

an appropriate level of 4WD expertise for their role and is familiar navigating difficult terrain.  The Applicant further acknowledges 

that in participating or attending the Event the Applicant does so solely on a voluntary basis and as a voluntary participant the 

Applicant accepts that property damage or personal injury can result there from.  Accordingly the Applicant for himself and for the 

occupants of the Applicant's vehicle hereby indemnifies the Organisers from and against all actions claims suits and demands made 

brought or issued against the Organisers as a consequence of any property damage or personal injury that may occur as a 

consequence of the Applicant's participation in the Event.  The Applicant further indemnifies the Organisers from and against all 

actions claims suits and demands made brought or issued against the Organisers by the occupants of the Applicant's vehicle for 

property damage or personal injury that may occur during the course of the Event. 

 

2. The Applicant further acknowledges that difficult terrain may be encountered during the course of the Event and as a 

consequence of the Applicant's voluntary participation in the Event, the Applicant shall decide at all times during the course of the 

Event and at the Applicant's sole discretion whether the Applicant wishes to attempt difficult terrain having due regard for the safety 

of the occupants of the vehicle and the vehicle itself. 

 

3. That a Challenge Class vehicle has a 6 point roll cage that meets the safety standards prescribed by either CCDA (for open class 

events) or CAMS and Touring and Super Tourer vehicles have a minimum 4 point roll cage. 

 

4. The Applicant acknowledges that the Event is highly photographed and publicised on social media, print and on line 

publications by official means as well as by others attending and the Applicant consents to having their images on such media.  

 

5. In a situation where medical assistance is required the Applicant consents to receiving medical attention by St Johns First Aid 

and for ambulance transport to be arranged on the Applicant’s behalf. 

 

DATED:  ________  day of April, 2019 

                                                                     
Applicant name ……………......……….…………… Wrist band #…..… Signed ..…………..……………….. 

 

Applicant name ……………......……….…………… Wrist band #…..… Signed ..…………..……………….. 

 
Applicant name ……………......……….…………… Wrist band #…..… Signed ..…………..……………….. 
 
Applicant name ……………......……….…………… Wrist band #…..… Signed ..…………..……………….. 
 
Applicant name ……………......……….…………… Wrist band #…..… Signed ..…………..……………….. 
 
Spectators only over the age of 18 need to sign… Under 18 is the responsibility of their guardian. 
 

 
  

 

Any special medical conditions or medications you think our First Aiders should know about? This is not 

compulsory and also remains confidential. Details :  

 


